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Prologue
You’ve been dreading the office party for weeks - worrying you’ll say or do the
wrong thing, embarrass yourself and be the subject of sniggering around the
water cooler for months afterwards.
As you stand in the shower, rubbing your face to try and relieve the tension, you
start rehearsing what to say, who to avoid and planning your escape route for
when it gets too much.
During the taxi ride, you pray you’ll get stuck in traffic. Your stomach churns
with fear, the sweat starts to pour and your mind races through all the
embarrassing things you might do.
The taxi pulls up. Your hands tremble as they fumble for change.
Every step towards the dreaded entrance is heavy. The weight of fear is pushing
you down, your ears pounding to the sound of your hammering heart. You bury
your hands into your pockets in an attempt to stop them shaking, wondering if
people will notice what a nervous wreck you’ve become.
With gritted teeth, you pull open the entrance door, arm muscles tight as you
focus on not hitting yourself in the face with it, before nervously scanning the
room, desperate to find a familiar face.
As the unfriendly stare of strangers starts boring into your soul, you scurry into
a corner and fiddle with your phone, pretending to type a message to an
imaginary friend.
Your mind has now gone blank, conversation seems impossible and all you can
think about is how pathetic everyone thinks you look.
Why didn’t you stay at home where it was safe?
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Introduction
I was always a shy child. I always seemed to be on my own at school and the quietest kid
in class. Suffice to say, my childhood years weren’t the happiest. Every memory seems to
take place beneath a grey sky and characterised by feelings of misery and worthlessness.
Unfortunately, these uncomfortable thoughts and feelings continued into my adult life,
making simple things, like walking around the shops or going out to meet friends, a daily
struggle. I used to 'self medicate' to dull the symptoms, but it just made me feel ten times
worse the next day.
Eventually my life had reached a point where I could continue feeling isolated and
subconsciously threatened by other people all the time or do something about it. I could
see where life was heading if I didn’t - and it didn’t look good. So off I went to see the
doctor for their advice on what I should do.
As has happened to many people suffering from anxiety, the doctor immediately
prescribed me with medication (propranolol - a beta blocker mainly used to treat
hypertension) to ‘calm me down’. While the medication did calm my nerves (slightly), it
didn’t do anything to counter the negative thoughts that kept hammering away at me all
the time. So I decided to do some research of my own.
It was while looking into the causes of anxiety that I started finding out about the more
specific symptom of social anxiety disorder. After reading through a number of books on
the subject and blogs of other sufferers, I started to discover more about the condition what causes it and what you can do to overcome it.
I then set about applying what I'd learned to my daily life and making gradual lifestyle
changes (e.g. regular exercise, being more productive etc) that would help me feel better
about myself and improve how I responded to the situations that would normally make me
feel anxious).
I wasn’t cured overnight. But I'm pleased to say that the changes I made to how I thought
about things and how I approached situations has reduced my anxiety to an extent where
it no longer stops me from enjoying my life.
Whilst I can still feel anxious from time to time, my social anxiety disorder is no where
near the levels it was. It doesn't stop me from going where I want to go or doing the
things I want to do, and my life has improved vastly as a result.
I wrote this eBook to provide other people suffering from social anxiety with a guide to
understanding their problem, what causes it and the strategies they can use to overcome
it.
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The first half of this eBook focuses on the psychology behind social anxiety and cognitive
behavioural therapy techniques you can use to think in a healthier, more accurate way.
The second half covers the ways in which social anxiety can affect your daily life and
provides strategies for overcoming these problems, such as how to overcome painful
memories of being bullied, how to say noto unfair requests and why a healthy body really
does mean a healthy mind.
I hope you find the information in this eBook useful and it sets you on a path towards
overcoming social anxiety and living a more fulfilling life free from the fear of strangers.
All the best,
Matthew
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Part 1
What is Social Anxiety Disorder?
Social anxiety is rooted in the fear of embarrassment and negative evaluation by
others. While in public, you’re constantly worrying about what other people think of
you. This makes you feel nervous, focuses your attention on yourself and makes it
difficult for you to relax and act naturally.
Worrying about what other people think can make simple activities, such as
shopping, being on a crowded bus or going to a bar to meet friends, seem daunting.
The fear of rejection can lead to you avoiding social situations altogether. This in turn
can cause depression because of your isolation and withdrawal from an active life.
Some sufferers turn to alcohol or illegal drugs to try and alleviate the symptoms. But
this can simply make the situation worse, and it prevents you from dealing with the
root causes of your problem.

Whilst all this might sound doom and gloom, there’s the bright light of hope gleaming
through the black clouds: You don’t have to suffer from social anxiety forever. It can
be just a difficult phase that you’ve had to deal with before moving on with the rest of
your life.
The links between social anxiety and depression have led to extensive clinical studies
into its causes and effects. Social anxiety is now a diagnosed condition. And as a
result, treatment is available.
Effective therapeutic techniques have been developed that can help you overcome
your anxiety. With patience and determination, you can discover how to conquer
your nervous feelings and live a more active, fulfilling life free from the fear of
rejection.
Thousands of people have learnt how to replace their troubling thoughts with more
helpful ways of thinking.
And you can too.

What causes social anxiety?
If you feel panic, dread or fear in social situations then it’s probably due to a range of
factors:

The human race has been evolving for millions of years, but has only lived in civilised
societies for around the last ten thousand. Our distant ancestors lived in the wild, and
had dangerous animals they had to avoid if they wanted to survive.
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They had to be on their toes and alert to potential threats at all times. The slow pace
of evolution means that we still retain some of the biological functions that kept our
distant ancestors alive.
Anxiety was vital for our ancestors’ survival. It’s a defensive mechanism for keeping
you alert to dangers because it triggers your body into ‘fight or flight’ mode whenever
you feel threatened.
When you feel anxious, your body releases adrenaline and blood to your muscles.
This is what makes you sweat, tremble and your heart pound. It’s not because you’re
abnormal. But it’s simply your body getting ready to protect itself or run for safety.
While triggering your fight or flight mode can be a life saver when fleeing a woolly
mammoth, it’s not so desirable when you’re sat on a crowded train.
We feel anxious whenever we feel threatened. The problem is that this can happen
even when we don’t want it to, and when there isn’t any real danger there.

Just like baldness and a skinny build, anxiety is something that can be passed down
from your parents. A family history of anxiety means you might have inherited the
genetic code for worrying too much. So a nervous disposition could just be a natural
part of being you.
However, this doesn’t mean that anxiety is something you have to live with if it’s
causing you problems. You can still take steps to reprogram your brain. And learn to
think in a happier, more relaxed manner.

Perhaps the most well known cause of social phobia is the bad beliefs you might have
developed as a child. Distressing events, such as being bullied, losing a parent or
being neglected, are what can give you a gloomy outlook and a fearful view of the
world.
Anxiety then occurs because of your bad thoughts, which cause you to worry about
other people and what they think of you.

Depression is the world’s biggest mental health problem, and a lot of research has
been conducted into its causes and effects. As a result, therapeutic techniques have
been developed to help sufferers change their gloomy outlook.
Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) is a popular form of psychotherapy for treating
depression and anxiety. It’s recommended by the UK’s NHS (National Health
Service), and has helped thousands from all over the world improve the way they
think and feel.
Rather than dwell on the past, CBT focuses on the future. And it teaches you how to
replace your negative thoughts with a more helpful, positive way of thinking.
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Being able to think more positively can help to reduce your anxiety, relax in social
situations and live a more active life free from the fear of rejection.

What is Cognitive Behavioural Therapy?
Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) is a well researched and popular form of
psychotherapy for treating depression and social phobia. It provides a structured,
goal orientated approach to identifying the negative thought patterns that cause your
anxiety. It then teaches you how to replace them with more helpful ways of thinking.
If you suffer from depression or low self-esteem then negative thinking prevents you
from responding to things logically. Instead you see a world shrouded in gloom, with
everything appearing worse than it actually is.
The hovering black cloud of depression that follows you around is what makes the
world seem like a fearful place, and strangers seem threatening. It’s the unhelpful
thoughts caused by depression that drive your anxiety, rather than the situations
themselves.
CBT teaches you how to banish this gloomy black cloud, and see the world in a
friendlier, more positive light.

I wrote this eBook to give an overview of CBT and to provide you with exercises used
by therapists for replacing the negative thoughts that cause your gloomy outlook with
more helpful, positive ways of thinking.
By gradually changing the way you think you’ll be able to change the way you feel,
and find it easier to relax in social situations.
My one request is that you actually sit down and work through the exercises by
writing down your thoughts and feelings by hand. You won’t gain the full benefits of
this eBook from just reading through it and hoping to instantly feel better. It’s only by
practically working through the exercises that you’ll gain the skills for identifying
your negative thought patterns and learn how to think more objectively.
Being able to see events more logically will help to you realise the world isn’t the
terrifying place you imagine. And that people aren’t as bad as you might think either.
This eBook provides a goal focused strategy for understanding what is causing your
anxiety. And then making the changes needed to think in a happier, more objective
way.
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What are the unhelpful thoughts causing my anxiety?
If you suffer from anxiety, low self esteem or depression then you probably have a
negative way of thinking about things. You might tend to view the world as an
unfriendly, threatening place. And this is what causes you to feel uncomfortable in
social situations.
The problem with having a gloomy outlook is that it prevents you from seeing things
objectively. For example: you always assume people are laughing at you if someone
sniggers when you walk into a room, or that people are watching and waiting for you
to say something stupid.
People who aren’t socially anxious wouldn’t automatically think in this way. If
someone laughed at them they’d probably be able to just brush it off or ignore them
for being rude.
You need to accept that negative assumptions are thinking errors caused by your low
self esteem. They are not a realistic view of the world around you. While people might
occasionally laugh at your mishaps (everybody makes mistakes from time to time),
it’s inaccurate to assume that everybody is ‘out to get you’ and wants to see you fail.
Unhelpful, negative thinking prevents you from seeing situations realistically, and
causes you to feel anxious. So you need to learn to recognise thinking errors when
they occur and not to treat them as facts.
Any of these negative ‘thinking errors’ sound familiar?
–you have a habit of making mountains out of molehills and
thinking things are a lot worse than they actually are. For example: you send
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someone a text message, they don’t respond straight away and you start worrying
whether they’re ignoring you (when they’ve just run out of battery).
– you place rigid demands on yourself, such as thinking that you
must be funny or nice for people to like you. You think that you must say or do the
right thing at all times to be accepted. Denying yourself the freedom to make
mistakes is what can cause you to live in a constant state of anxiety.
– worrying about what can happen at an event before you’ve even
got there. You’ll constantly play through all the things that can go wrong in your head
and plan ways to avoid them (including your excuse to escape home). You predict
that things will go badly even though you have no way of knowing that they will.
– thinking that other people don’t like you or look down on you
when you have no way of knowing what they’re thinking. This is also linked to
thinking people are always watching you and thinking badly of you.
– confusing feelings with facts. Thinking that just because
you feel a situation went badly that it actually did.
– defining yourself in simple terms, such as ‘I’m worthless’ or other
people are ‘jerks’. Human beings are, by nature, too complex to be defined by a single
word or phrase, but are a mix of qualities and weaknesses.
– your gloomy outlook means you only see the negative aspects
of an event. The problem with filtering events is that you’re blind to all the good
things that happen. You don’t see the evidence that shows why you’re view is
inaccurate and that the world isn’t as bad as you think.
So which ones are you guilty of?
From doing the exercises in this eBook you’ll learn to identify thinking errors when
they occur and then how to replace them with more helpful ways of thinking. With
practice and patience, correcting your thinking errors will start occurring naturally
and reduce the risk of your body switching into fight or flight mode inappropriately.
But before we get onto that, we’ll need to delve into your subconscious to identify the
beliefs causing your anxiety in the first place.

Working out your belief system
Thinking errors are rooted in the negative beliefs you might have developed as a
child. Rather than put you through the emotional wringer replaying all your unhappy
memories or suggesting that you confront whoever has caused you pain, CBT focuses
on the future and a more constructive strategy of identifying your negative beliefs and
changing them.
Your belief system falls into three categories: beliefs about yourself, other people and
the world around you. If you have negative beliefs then you only see the bad in
yourself and others, which is an inaccurate and unhelpful way of viewing the world.
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Identifying what your negative beliefs are will help you to understand why you get
anxious in social situations.
An exercise for doing this is to write down the situations that make you feel anxious.
And then draw downward arrows to decipher why they make you feel that way. Keep
drawing arrows down until you can write down you’re thoughts in their most basic
form.
For example:
I’m worried about going to the shops because I might have to speak to strangers
Why?
I’m afraid of saying or doing something stupid and the people in the shop
laughing at me
Why?
I think I’m weird and always embarrassing myself
From this example you can see why this person’s anxiety is rooted in the negative
belief that they’re no good and that other people look down on them.
Doing this exercise whenever a situation has made you feel anxious will help you
realise that it’s your deep rooted, negative beliefs that make you feel anxious, rather
than the event itself.

Deciding whether you want to change
One of the tactics some use to try to cope with their anxiety is to avoid social
situations altogether. While running home and hiding under your bed covers will
make you feel better in the short term, relying on escape routes prevents you from
overcoming your anxiety in the long run.
You have to decide whether you want to change, whether you want to continue
avoiding social situations or tackle your anxiety head on. To do this you need to sit
down, have a think and write down the pros and cons of carrying on the way you are.
Think about both the short and long term effects of continuing to avoid people. Or
what the benefits would be if you were able to overcome your anxiety, relax around
people and live a happier, more fulfilling life.
Fill out a table listing the advantages and disadvantages of avoiding social situations:
Activity - Going shopping
Advantages - Buy some clothes. See my friends
Disadvantages - I'll feel anxious and nervous around other shoppers
Activity - Going to work
Disadvantages – Get paid. Be able to pay the bills. See work colleagues. Keep my
job
Advantages - I'll feel nervous and might embarrass myself
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From doing this exercise you should see that there are far more advantages to living
an active life compared to hiding at home. The only problem is that your anxiety gets
in the way of you enjoying them.
Deciding to change and tackle your anxiety will be uncomfortable and difficult in the
short term.
But isn’t learning to overcome your fears worth some temporary discomfort for all the
fulfilling experiences you could be having for the rest of your life?

The ABC of social anxiety
Another useful, simple exercise for identifying negative thought patterns is the ABC
of irrational beliefs.
Fill out three columns as follows:
·
·
·

Activating event that makes you feel nervous
Beliefs that are activated - the negative automatic thoughts
sparked by the activating event
Consequence - how your negative beliefs make you feel and the
safety behaviours they provoke e.g. going home

By assessing events and writing down how situations make you think and feel you
should be able to see why it’s your underlying beliefs that make you behave in a
certain way, and not the situations themselves.
Example:
A – Sitting on a crowded bus
B – People are staring at me, they think I’m weird
C – Avoid public transport
A – Invited out for drinks after work
B – I won’t have anything interesting to say
C – Avoid socialising with work colleagues and miss chance to get to know
them better
Recognising that it’s your negative beliefs that make you feel uncomfortable should
be good motivation for deciding to change.
It’s only through forming more rational, accurate beliefs that you’ll be able to feel and
behave in a more helpful, objective manner.
So we need to replace your unhelpful thoughts with healthier ways of thinking.
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Replacing your negative thoughts
From the previous chapters you should have learnt:
1. Low self esteem and a gloomy outlook are what cause your anxious feelings, make
the world seem threatening and other people unfriendly
2. Having a negative belief system is what makes you fear social situations, rather
than the situations themselves
3. The only advantage of avoiding social events is that you won’t feel anxious. But
you’ll miss out on all the life affirming experiences that can help you overcome your
fear in the long run
While it might be daunting to know that it’s the way your mind works that’s causing
your anxiety, the good news is that you can change the way you think.
Many thousands have been able to overcome their extreme shyness using cognitive
behavioural therapy techniques.
And you could be one of them.
Hopefully, from the previous exercises you should have learned that it’s your negative
thoughts driving your anxiety.
Now we need to work on replacing them with more helpful ways of thinking.

Improving the way you think will improve how you feel
To build a more helpful, objective belief system you need to be able to spot your
thinking errors.
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Your anxiety is triggered by the unhelpful thoughts described in chapter 4. To reduce
your anxiety, you have to get in the habit of spotting unhelpful thoughts and
replacing them with more accurate ways of thinking.
A tried and tested way of doing this is to write down the situations that have made
you feel anxious or embarrassed and to fill out the columns as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The situation that made you feel anxious or embarrassed
The uncomfortable thoughts that were triggered
Which ‘thinking error’ you’ve committed
What would be a more objective way of thinking

When filling out column four, imagine you’re talking to a friend who is feeling
embarrassed about the same situation. Imagine what advice you’d give them to calm
them down and realise it’s not as bad as they think. It’s through taking a step back
and looking at the situation from another viewpoint that you should be able to view
situations more objectively.
Situation – Make a joke at work and nobody laughed
Thoughts – They think I’m an idiot
Think error – Mind reading, labelling
Objective response – The joke wasn’t very funny, maybe I need more practice
telling jokes
Situation – Avoided an aisle in the supermarket because there were too many
people
Thoughts – People will laugh at me if they see how nervous I am
Thinking error – Labelling, mind reading, fortune telling
Objective response - Other people are too busy shopping to notice whether I look
nervous
Writing down your thoughts in this way will help reduce your anxiety because:
1. It will make it easier for you to recognise your thinking errors
2. You’ll start to realise that it’s your negative thoughts that make you feel nervous
3. Practicing to assess situations more objectively will become a mental habit that will
help you to respond to things more logically
Gradually, practicing how you assess situations on paper will become a mental
process you can use in everyday life. You’ll be able to use it to catch your unhelpful,
negative thoughts when they occur and correct them with healthier ways of thinking.
With practise and patience, this exercise will help you to learn to view situations
more clearly, and realise they aren’t as scary as you think. You’ll also start to realise
that it isn’t social situations causing your anxiety, and reduce your tendency to feel
afraid unnecessarily.
However, learning to mentally change the way you think is only half the battle. You
have to change the way you feel as well.
Overcoming social anxiety disorder in the long run means being able to talk to
strangers and walk down the street without feeling afraid or threatened, which means
improving your self confidence.
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For self confidence to grow you have to start feeling it in your gut and truly believing
it in your heart.
So we now need to start working on your self esteem, and a good place to start is
explaining why you have value as a human being.

Self acceptance and why you’re not worthless
The negative thoughts of social anxiety are often driven by feelings of worthlessness,
that you’re weird or just no good.
After all, if you were rich, attractive and had a high flying career you wouldn’t need to
worry about what people thought of you, right?
Well, the problem with rating yourself based on a value system, such as the size of
your bank account or your appearance, is that they’re all temporary. People can lose
their jobs, go bankrupt and looks deteriorate no matter how much plastic surgery you
have.
So just because someone might have achieved more in certain areas at this stage in
life doesn’t make them more worthwhile as a human being. Life is just too
complicated for that.

The fact is that you learn from experiences, grow and change all the time. While (at
the moment) you might feel that you have little to offer other people, you have the
potential to change. It’s the ability to grow and develop that means you have worth.
You should see your social anxiety as merely a difficult stage in your life. It’s just
something you’ve had to deal with before moving on.
Something you should take confidence from is that people who experience hardship
often become stronger because of it and better equipped to cope with life’s
challenges. Your struggles with social anxiety are merely a facet of your complicated
character, and don’t define you as a person.
The fact that you’re reading this eBook shows that you’ve made the decision to beat
your anxiety. This proves you have more determination to overcome your problem
then you might give yourself credit for.

Another part of self acceptance is allowing yourself to make mistakes. Because you’re
‘only human’ you will occasionally have social mishaps, such as telling a bad joke or
saying the wrong thing. Everybody does. It’s just that some people don’t kick
themselves over it continuously the next day.
Nobody is perfect, and you’ve just got to accept that you have weaknesses, such as
being clumsy or forgetful, as well as strengths, whether it’s playing the clarinet or
solving sudoku puzzles.
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Just remember that labelling yourself as ‘worthless’, ‘stupid’ or ‘lazy’ is a thinking
error caused by your negative beliefs, and doesn’t reflect your innate complexity or
worth as a human being.
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Social anxiety is driven by worrying about what other people think of you and the fear
of rejection. As a result, in social situations you probably feel like you’re walking a
tightrope and constantly nervous about how people will respond to you.
However, the fact of the matter is that it’s not other people who can make you feel
bad about yourself. Although it might feel like it, other people are not the ones in
control of your emotions. While other people can certainly provoke uncomfortable
feelings, they aren’t the root cause.
It’s your underlying feelings about yourself that can cause you to feel bad when you
think you’ve done something embarrassing. If you have low self esteem then if
someone is rude or inconsiderate it has the potential to bring all your negative
feelings flooding to the surface.
Therefore, even after you’ve accepted that you’re not worthless (because you have the
ability to change and grow as a person) you still have to improve your self confidence.
You can change the way you feel by changing the way you behave. This can be
achieved other time by simply starting to be more active. Regular exercise, pursuing
new hobbies and spending more time with friends and family can all help to make
you feel better about yourself and improve your self confidence.
While this might sound easier said than done, changing the way you think and feel
about yourself is the long-term solution to overcoming social anxiety for good.
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The exercises in this eBook can help to reduce your anxiety. But for a long-term
recovery you should consider changing other aspects of your life to increase the
pleasure and satisfaction you get from every day.
If you’ve been suffering from social anxiety for a long-time then you might have been
missing out on life affirming experiences, such as dating, playing sports or going out
with friends.
Happiness and self esteem is not gained simply from money, having good looks or a
high flying career. It’s found in building stronger relationships with your friends and
family and pursuing fulfilling goals.
As well as trying to spend more time with the people you care about, you should start
pursuing more hobbies and interests that can reward you with a sense of
achievement. Having goals to aim for will give you a greater sense of purpose as well
as boost your self esteem from being more active.
Take up jogging, learn to play an instrument or join a book club. Pursuing an active
lifestyle with life affirming daily activities is what will ultimately equip you with the
self esteem needed to ward off negative thoughts, feel good about yourself and be
more relaxed around others.

Climbing a ladder to a better life
If you’ve decided you want to change and overcome your anxiety, you need to build a
ladder to a better life.
To create your ladder, write a list of all the situations that make you feel anxious,
such as using public transport or going to a bar.
Anxious situations form your ladder’s rungs. Start with the least difficult at the
bottom (like going for a walk) and then add rungs so they get more challenging right
up to the scariest situations at the top (blank sheet provided).
Now you’ve built your ladder, you can start plotting a timetable for gradually
overcoming each situation. How long you’ll need for climbing each rung is up to you.
But giving yourself a timetable and planning the steps you need to take will give you a
goal driven strategy for learning to cope in anxious situations.

Before you start your climb, you should know that some of the rungs are going to be
difficult and you might slip on a few attempts.
However, gradually exposing yourself to the situations that make you feel anxious has
been clinically proven to be an effective way of defeating social anxiety. Gradual
exposure helps you to familiarise yourself with anxious situations and slowly reduce
your fear with each attempt.
When climbing your ladder, remember to practice the skills you learned in earlier
chapters for recognising unhelpful thinking errors and replacing them with more
objective ways of thinking. If you’ve found a situation challenging or embarrassing
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remember to fill in your ‘Improving the way you think’ table, and remind yourself
why things aren’t really as bad as they might seem.
You might occasionally slip or take longer climbing a rung than you’d hoped. But
that’s ok. Remember to be flexible and give yourself the freedom to make mistakes
from time to time. You’re only human after all.

Ways of coping with anxiety
When climbing your ladder here are a few techniques you can use to help you relax:

Social anxiety occurs because your body is (incorrectly) alerting itself to dangers. This
prevents you from feeling relaxed because you’re too focused on your own thoughts
and feelings. This ‘hyper vigilance’ also causes you to feel self conscious and start
thinking (incorrectly) that everybody else’s attention is focused on you.
A way of distracting yourself is to focus on what other people are saying. Listen
intently to what people are saying and try and involve yourself in conversations to
keep your mind occupied. You could also try focusing on what other people are
wearing or doing.
Just try and divert your attention onto anything other than yourself and this will help
your anxiety slowly subside.

You can also try ‘acting as if’ you’ve already overcome your problem and feel
confident in social situations. You can teach yourself how to do this by observing
other people, and watching how they talk and behave.
Make mental notes on how they stand, how they start conversations and the
questions they ask. Then imagine you’re acting out a role (try James Bond but
without the explosions and fist fights) and you’ll find that by behaving more
confidently (even if you don’t feel it) you’ll start to reinforce the positive aspects of
being more relaxed.

When you feel anxious you might sometimes use safety behaviours to try and relieve
the symptoms, such as typing imaginary messages on your mobile, fiddling with your
hair or sipping repeatedly from your drink.
Try testing what happens when you choose not to do them and see what happens.
You could give yourself an anxiety scale of one to ten to gauge how you’re feeling and
then see whether your safety behaviours help to reduce your score.
Mind games like this can help to keep your mind occupied, and stop it from running
into overdrive alerting you to dangers that aren’t really there.
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Reinforcing your new ways of thinking
From doing the exercises in this eBook you should (hopefully) have learned to
identify the negative thinking errors which make you feel anxious and then to
mentally replace them with more helpful, objective ways of thinking.
As mentioned before, to overcome social anxiety you have to truly believe in your new
ways of thinking before they’ll take hold and feel like facts. This can take months of
practice and determination. But when your new ways of thinking become an integral
part of how your brain works then you’ll find your anxiety will diminish.
The only way of reinforcing your new ways of thinking is to take responsibility for
your own recovery. You can do this by climbing your ladder of social anxiety and
practicing to replace unhelpful thoughts with your new, objective beliefs.
Remember to also be flexible with yourself and allow yourself the freedom to make
mistakes. You’re only human, and everyone experiences social mishaps from time to
time.

If you’re feeling brave then a way of fast tracking your conquering of anxiety is to
dress outrageously, be a little obnoxious or loud to attract attention to yourself.
While this might sound like the worst suggestion ever, actively provoking negative
stares and being able to walk away afterwards will help you realise that nothing bad is
going to happen just because of what other people think. The occasional social
mishap doesn’t define you as a person and feeling anxious occasionally can be
tolerable.

Overcoming social anxiety is about conquering fear. Or as cognitive therapists put it:
Face Everything And Recover.
Climbing through the situations that make you feel anxious is an effective way of
overcoming anxiety. See it as character building. And when you reach the top take a
moment to look back over your struggles and give yourself credit for what you’ve
achieved.
When you bought this eBook you made the decision that you didn’t want to live with
social anxiety for the rest of your life. And you should feel great satisfaction from your
grit and determination in overcoming such a challenging hurdle.
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Part 2 – Strategies for overcoming
social anxiety in daily life
The second half of this eBook covers a range of topics around how social anxiety can
impact how you behave and interact with other people on a day to day basis. It also
offers strategies that can help, such as mindfulness meditation, the importance of
being more active and tactics for reducing your self consciousness. I hope you find
the articles useful.

[photo courtesy of aurevoirkatie with Creative Commons
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Am I Socially Anxious or Just Shy?

Photo used under Creative Commons from Vaqawi

Shyness is a common emotion during childhood, with 80% estimated to have
felt a bit nervous when meeting strangers or on their first day of school. Half
of those then continue feeling shy in certain situations during adulthood, such
as going to parties or talking to strangers in the street. Feeling shy is a natural
emotion, but problems occur when shyness becomes so uncomfortable that it
makes you want to avoid social situations altogether.
While social anxiety was diagnosed as a psychological disorder in the 1960s,
the definitions of shyness and social anxiety continue to be blurred.
However, the techniques for treating both are the same.
Shyness is a natural emotion
Shyness is common in childhood because it's a necessary part of growing up.
Shyness (and anxiety) was needed for survival in our evolutionary past. They
are what kept our ancestors on their toes and alert in more dangerous times.
In modern life for many people shyness subsides as they develop a better
understanding of the world around them, and learn not to feel threatened by
strangers or anxious in unfamiliar surroundings.
Of the 40% who continue to feel shy occasionally as adults, such as in job
interviews or talking to groups, most don't find it enough of a problem to
seriously impede their lives.
It's when shyness grows into the more severe symptoms of social anxiety,
along with its black cloud of depression that the impact can be quite
debilitating.
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Why social anxiety develops
Most people grow out of their shyness as they learn to interact with strangers
and familiarise themselves with the situations that made them feel awkward.
However, for those unable to develop these skills then their feelings of unease
can grow into an almost paralysing fear of negative evaluation and rejection
from other people.
While doctors and psychologists are still debating a definitive reason, there is
scientific evidence to suggest that genetics, childhood environment and early
experiences all play a role in whether common shyness develops into more
severe social anxiety. It's generally understood that if you've had negative
experiences when feeling shy as a child, such as being ridiculed or bullied,
then painful feelings can re-emerge whenever you subconsciously link current
events to your past.
What you then need to do is to learn how to identify those irrational automatic
beliefs and replace them with more helpful, objective thoughts and feelings.
Learning to overcome shyness and social anxiety
Whether you just feel shy around people you don't know or suffer social
anxiety's fear of rejection, the methods for treating both are the same. The
answer isn't in pill form, but a combination of relaxation techniques and
cognitive therapies.
In the last couple of decades a lot of progress has been made in treating social
phobias, in all its forms, using cognitive behavioural therapy, which teaches
you how to identify the troubling thoughts that cause you to feel shy or
anxious and how to replace them with more helpful, realistic ones.
While social phobia can be overcome with practice, patience and
determination, you shouldn't assume that being shy is a weakness to be
ashamed of.
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The Advantages of Being Shy

Image courtesy of andy_c with Creative Commons license
If you suffer from shyness then you might daydream about swaggering into a
party and captivating an audience with your witty anecdotes and smooth one
liners. While being confident and attracting attention has its advantages, you
shouldn't discount the qualities of being someone who holds back a little until
you feel comfortable around strangers.
Being shy shouldn't be something you're ashamed of, but instead merely an
aspect of your multifaceted personality.
If being shy or socially anxious is causing you problems then there are ways of
overcoming it. But it's not something you should think you have to be 'cured'
of to be happy and attractive to others.
Polite and considerate
Shyness and anxiety are merely your body's defensive mechanisms for staying
alert to potential dangers. While most learn to get used to the situations that
made them shy as children, many people continue to feel bouts of anxiety as
adults.
Being shy can get in the way when you meet people for the first time, and you
just want to relax and be yourself. However, the flip side of the coin is that it
also gives you the ability to evaluate situations before jumping straight in.
When you're feeling shy, you might find yourself planning a route through the
minefield of potential social mishaps. Whilst you should learn not to worry too
much about exposing your weaknesses (which drive your fear of humiliation),
the ability to be mindful of saying or doing the wrong thing can be a positive
characteristic.
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Your efforts to not tread on anybody's toes or cause offence means people will
think you're polite and considerate, whereas people who aren't shy enough
can seem overpowering, pushy and self opinionated.
Being shy means you're more likely to take the time to assess the appropriate
thing is to say or do, rather than blunder into a dinner party, take someone
else's seat and then boast about your pay rise when someone else at the table
has recently been fired.
Friendships based on quality rather than quantity
People who are shy are sometimes perceived as having an air of mystery about
them, or hidden depths just waiting to be revealed. This can be an attractive
quality. And can make people curious enough to try and break down your
defensive walls to discover the real you.
The people with whom you form friendships will appreciate the confidence
you've placed in them by letting your guard down. You in a turn are more
likely to be a loyal and considerate friend. As a result the friendships you do
form tend to have deeper roots and be longer lasting.
While you might not always dominate the conversation. You're likely to be an
attentive listener and adept at asking the right questions, which is a valued
characteristic in any relationship.
Independent, resourceful and thoughtful
Whether you consider yourself to be an introvert, shy or socially anxious,
there are a lot of positive skills you'll have built up due to your personality
type.
Spending a lot of time on your own can make you feel isolated. But it also
means you've had to be self reliant and independent in pursuing your own
interests and priorities. This resourcefulness can enable you to be more adept
in looking after yourself, and less reliant on others to help you overcome life's
obstacles.
The anxiety of shyness might also mean you spend a lot of time pondering
over situations - what went wrong, how it could have gone better. Once you've
learnt how to assess life's episodes objectively, you can learn to divert your
thoughtfulness to better use by thinking through events more clearly and
planning how you'll approach them better in the future.
Mental strength
Being shy might (at the moment) be causing you problems in life and making
everyday activities difficult, such as being assertive at working, dating or
interacting with strangers in the street.
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But there's a proven, goal orientated approach to overcoming social anxiety in
the form of cognitive behavioural therapy. CBT teaches you first to accept your
shyness and then how to reduce it so it doesn't inhibit your enjoyment of life.
And the sense of achievement, mental strength and improved ability to cope
with life's demands is perhaps the biggest long-term benefit of all from
accepting your anxious feelings and taking steps
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Feeling lazy? Here's how to be more active
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One of the (many) problems with social anxiety disorder is that it can affect
your motivation to get out there and do things. The fear of negative evaluation
by others might mean you prefer the safety of your bed, rather than face
(usually misinterpreted) stares of disapproval.
However, human beings by nature need to be stimulated. And avoiding
activities will simply make you feel worse rather than better. Being isolated
can make you feel depressed. So the best antidote to changing the way you feel
is to change the way you think and behave.
If you lie in bed all day waiting for the motivation/desire/energy to do
something then you'll be waiting a long-time. Instead you'll find that doing
literally anything other than nothing will raise your mood, boost your
confidence and give you the drive to be more active.
Why am I so lazy?
First of all, don't make the mistake of 'labelling' yourself 'lazy'. As a human
being you're too complicated to define yourself by a single word or phrases.
You might be lazy 'sometimes'. But that doesn't mean you have some sort of
genetic imprint that prevents you from getting dressed and doing stuff.
Here are a few of the common excuses (particularly if you suffer from social
anxiety disorder) that might pop into your head to avoid getting stuff done:
1.

'I don't feel like it' - it's a myth to think that you have to wait to
'feel' like doing something before you can do it. It's only after
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2.

3.

experiencing the rewards of achieving something that you'll find the
motivation to do more. Even little things, like cooking yourself
dinner rather than eating dry toast, will improve your mood because
of the beneficial outcome from your activity.
'I'm too depressed' - you feel the way that you think. So if you lie
in bed all day staring at the ceiling tormenting yourself over your
latest (perceived) social faux pas then you're not going to feel like
going on a 10k bike ride. The best way of fighting your depression is
to change the way you think. Being active and pursuing fulfilling
goals, whether it's teaching yourself Spanish or learning to cook, is
what will banish the black clouds in the long run.
'I might fail' - So what? Nobody is good at everything. And we all
have our strengths and weaknesses in life. Thinking you shouldn't
play tennis or attend a job interview because you might not get the
outcome you want is only going to be a self fulfilling prophesy. To
get better at things you have to practice. And there are enough
hobbies, sports and jobs out there for you to find one you get
satisfaction from.

Remember that thinking you must win at something or must get the job is a
rigid way of looking at things. You should give yourself some flexibility and
have preferences for the outcomes you'd like rather than rigid success/failure
demands.
So how do I get myself out of bed?
A tried and tested method of beating the bedridden blues is taught by Dr
David Burns in 'Feeling Good'. He suggests writing out a time table for what
you'd like to get done each day.
This can include the minor things, such as getting dressed and reading the
paper, right up to shopping or attending a dinner party. At the end of the day
you then rate out of five the satisfaction you found in the completion of each
task. The easier tasks might only rate as a one, but the more demanding
challenges could rate as a four or five.
What you should find is that the sense of accomplishment you get from
scoring your activity each day will drive you to do more. Having a schedule
also helps you to structure your time and keep yourself occupied.
Gradually, you should also find that you start pushing yourself to keep
improving your score and pursuing ever more demanding tasks.
The list of things you could do is limitless. But here are a few ideas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Learn a new musical instrument
Learn a new language
Read a book (I'd highly recommend the book 'Feeling Good')
Take up jogging (exercise is a great anxiety reliever)
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Start an eBay shop for some extra cash
Decorate your bedroom to create a bright, warm atmosphere
Learn to cook spicy Thai dishes
Start writing a blog (doing something creative is always recommended
for providing an outlet for expressing your social anxiety disorder)
Practice meditating (also recommended for anxiety treatment)
So, if you're currently lying in bed, feeling glum and reading this on
your laptop - start writing a list of all the active things you could be
doing.

Remember that you feel the way that you think. So start giving yourself a daily dose
of uplifting brainwaves from pursuing fulfilling goals, and banish the bedridden blues
for good.
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Why Exercise Can Reduce Anxiety
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Ever heard the saying 'healthy body, healthy mind'? When it comes to anxiety
treatment this saying has never been truer. Studies have shown that regular
exercise can brighten your mood, reduce anxious thoughts and decrease the
physical symptoms. Along with medication and psychotherapy, regular
exercise should be a key part of your strategy for overcoming social anxiety
disorder.
How does exercise reduce anxiety?
Although we don't know exactly why, it's believed there are a range of reasons
why exercise relieves anxiety and chases away the black clouds of depression:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Distraction - focusing your thoughts on hitting a tennis ball or running
around an open manhole prevents you from mulling over your last
(probably incorrectly perceived) social calamity. Anxiety is driven by
negative thinking. So using your brain more constructively can give your
emotions a welcome break.
Biological - exercise safely releases stored up adrenaline, which is what
causes you to sweat or feel sick when you're anxious. This means you'll
feel more relaxed and less on edge after you've finished your run.
Strengthens your heart - your heart is a muscle and making it
stronger will help it perform better in stressful situations. As your heart
strengthens, from regular exercise, it's less likely to start hammering in
your chest in anxious situations.
Improves your mood - the increased blood flow to your brain causes
mood enhancing 'endorphins' to be released. Endorphins are feel good
hormones, and when they're freed they can brighten your mood and
evaporate gloomy thoughts.
Self esteem boost - just knowing that you're doing something
practical to relieve your anxiety, rather than feeling miserable in bed,
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will make you feel better about yourself. Regular exercise will make you
feel fitter, stronger and give you a much needed boost to your self
esteem.
The best way to beat 'do nothingness' is to do anything!
While the idea of running through a crowded park or risk losing at tennis
might seem off putting, the only way to beat the bedridden blues is to start
doing more. In my previous article I discussed why you should be more active
if you want to overcome your social anxiety disorder in the long-term.
Lying in bed mulling over your latest (perceived) mishaps is only going to
make you feel miserable and think the world is an unfriendly place. To break
out of the pattern of hiding at home, you need to pursue activities that will
give you a sense of accomplishment and give your mind healthier stimulation.
Exercise can make you feel better about yourself and will also give you
fulfilling goals to pursue, such as improving your golf swing or being able to
jog further.
Exercise should be fun, so choose a type that you'll enjoy and won't feel like a
chore. Here are a few ideas you should think about trying:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Walking or jogging - these will get you out and about so you can say
hello to strangers (and even smile if you're feeling brave) to help
overcome your fears. Gentle, regular exercise can strengthen your heart,
lungs and reduce anxiety's physical symptoms.
Weight lifting or sprinting - explosive bursts of energy will make you
bigger and stronger. Being physically fit will help you feel better about
yourself knowing you're in trim shape.
Tennis or golf - taking up a skilful sport will give you a fulfilling goal to
pursue as you strive to improve. Just remember to be easy on yourself if
you don't play as well as you'd like. Nobody got better at anything
without practice.
Yoga - Ileana at www.beatingsocialanxiety.blogspot.com would be able
to tell you about the benefits of yoga for anxiety treatment. Yoga will
help release some of the strain in your muscles from feeling tense, as
well as enable your thoughts to drift and encourage a more relaxed state
of mind.

Whichever type of exercise you choose to do, you should aim to fit 20-30
minute sessions at least three times a week into your schedule.
Regular exercise's wide range of positive effects, in reducing both the physical
and mental symptoms, means that it should be a key part of your journey to
overcoming social anxiety disorder.
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How Mindfulness Meditation Can Reduce Your
Anxiety

Photo used under Creative Commons from iandeth

Along with being more active and regular exercise, mindfulness meditation is
highly recommended for overcoming social anxiety. Its popularity amongst
psychotherapists has grown tremendously in recent years, because of its
effectiveness in treating depression, anxiety and chronic pain.
Mindfulness helps you learn to let troubling thoughts pass through your mind
without causing you to feel upset. When meditating, you simply suspend your
judgement on whether something is good or bad. This can help you make
more realistic assessments of the people and situations that would otherwise
make you feel anxious.
Anxiety is driven by painful memories of the past and unhelpful predictions of
the future. Mindfulness meditation helps you to break out of these modes of
thinking, and focus more objectively on the present.
What is mindfulness meditation?
Mindfulness meditation originates in Zen Buddhism. Its success in helping
those suffering from depression or anxiety has led to its popularity as a self
help technique.
Mindfulness is a state in which you focus on the present: the sounds in the
trees, the softness of your cushions and the feelings in your body. While
meditating, you observe your thoughts as they arrive and then simply allow
them to pass by, without passing judgement on whether they're true or not.
With practice (and patience) mindfulness meditation teaches you to treat
thoughts as just temporary pulses in your mind. This can help to reduce your
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tendency to automatically assume your thoughts are facts, which in turn can
reduce how they make you feel.
The ability to accept thoughts and feelings as temporary sensations can help
you to control how you respond. If they're unhelpful or inaccurate then you'll
be able to let them pass by without them making you feel upset.
How do I practice mindfulness?
Take ten minutes out of your day. Find somewhere quiet. Sit or lie in a
comfortable position, and slowly relax your breathing.
Focus your thoughts on the world around you: where can you feel tension in
your body, what you can hear from the street or smell in the room. Allow
yourself to accept the present, and that things are just the way that they are.
When you first try meditating your thoughts will probably wander. So when
you start playing over things in the past or worrying about the future, allow
your thoughts to pass by without making judgements. Just accept them as
merely thoughts, rather than facts.
A useful technique is to imagine your thoughts as passing cars. See yourself as
a pedestrian watching them as they arrive and then disappear into the
distance, without you catching a lift or giving them too much attention.
Through mindfulness meditation you should notice how your mind is
constantly chattering away, with thoughts constantly coming and going.
Your thoughts aren't facts
If you suffer from depression or low self esteem then your thought processes
are often inaccurate and unhelpful. By using mindfulness to suspend
judgement on your thoughts, rather than assume they're facts, you'll be able to
make more objective judgements on whether they're accurate.
You can practice mindfulness at anytime. Try using it when you're walking
down a crowded street. Treat your negative thoughts about people looking
down on you as merely temporary impulses passing through your brain.
Accept your negative thinking as something that's rooted in your past, and not
something that's a fact about your present.
I know this sounds easier than done. But with practice and patience you
should find that other time mindfulness meditation can help suspend your
negative automatic judgements. If they're unhelpful or inaccurate then just let
them pass by like cars on the road.
You feel the way that you think
Anxiety is caused by your brain constantly making judgements based on past
memories and future predictions. Mindfulness teaches you to focus on the
present.
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Learning to suspend your judgements on people and situations before you've
got evidence to form an opinion will help you respond more objectively. Over
time this should help reduce your anxiety and live in the present without
letting unhelpful thoughts affect how you feel.
Mindfulness meditation takes practice and patience
However, its effectiveness and popularity for treating depression and anxiety
means it's another valuable daily exercise you should add to your strategy for
overcoming social anxiety disorder.
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How Deep Breathing Can Help Reduce Anxiety,
Stress and Panic
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Along with food and water, giving your body a supply of air is essential for
maintaining your heath and well being. If you’re not breathing properly then
this can cause imbalances in your blood and affect the way your body behaves.
Poor breathing can cause dizziness, shortness of breath and shaking, which
are all too familiar symptoms if you suffer from anxiety or panic.
The key is to learn how to breathe deeply in a natural manner that fills your
stomach and rib cage, as well as the top part of your chest, and it can be
practiced using simple exercises throughout the day.
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Why is breathing properly so important?
Breathing regulates the balance of oxygen and carbon dioxide in your blood.
Too much oxygen can cause you to feel agitated and nervous, while too much
carbon dioxide might calm you temporarily but it can make you feel light
headed and distort your responses.
Instead you should practice being able to breath deeply and naturally so that
your body can maintain a healthy balance of oxygen and carbon dioxide and
behave healthily.
Deep breathing is practiced as part of Tai Chi, Yoga and other forms of
meditation due to its effectiveness in helping you think and behave in a clear,
healthy manner.
The benefits of breathing properly include:
1. Release tension in your neck, chest and diaphragm
2. Reduce anxiety and panic by having a healthier balance of oxygen and
carbon dioxide in your blood so you can think and behave in a calmer, clearer
manner
3. Reduce build up of stress and tension throughout the day
4. When practicing as part of a meditation exercise, breathing can divert your
attention from stressful, unhelpful thoughts
5. Exhaling for longer than you inhale will help you to relax
Why ‘just take a deep breath’ is bad advice
We’ve all heard the advice to ‘take a deep breath’ when we’re feeling stressed
or anxious. However, the problem is that most people interpret this as taking
rapid breaths, rather than deep, natural breathing that fill our stomach, as
well as our upper chest.
Rapid breathing can simply imbalance the oxygen in your blood, causing you
to feel more agitated and nervous. Deep natural breathing is slow and calm,
rather than rapidly gulping down oxygen.
So how do I practice deep breathing?
Here are a few breathing exercises you can practice to train your body to keep
a healthy balance of oxygen and carbon dioxide, as well as help to reduce
stress, panic and anxiety:

Sigh Breath
- Take a moderate breathe through your nose and then slowly exhale,
prolonging your exhale for longer than your inhale.
- As you exhale try and relax the muscles in your face and shoulders to
release any built up tension.
- When you next inhale, try and divert your attention to the sights and
sounds around you without passing judgement on your thoughts but just
letting them flow
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- This breathing technique works well with mindfulness meditation because
it focuses your thoughts away from whatever stresses you’re feeling that day.
- Sigh breathing can be practiced whenever you’ve got a spare minute or two
throughout the day, and can help you learn to regulate your breathing.

Easy Breathing
- Focus on only your breathing for 3-4 minutes.
- Ignore everything around you other than your breathing
- move your chest and diaphragm in harmony so that you’re breathing
naturally, rather than forced
- concentrating on your breathing in this way will divert your thoughts from
your anxiety and stress

4-7-8 Breathing
- inhale for four seconds, hold it in for seven seconds then slowly release
your breath for eight seconds
- As you exhale release the anxiety, stress and tension from your muscles,
shoulder and face
- this exercise helps you to exhale for longer than you inhale, which can help
your body relax if you’re feeling nervous
- you could practice this at any time, whether on public transport, waiting in
a cue or when you’re just at home to help calm your breathing
There are plenty of other breathing exercises you can practice which you can
learn more about from books and other resources on the net.
Healthy breathing is an important part of coping with and reducing anxiety, so
try a few different breathing exercises to find which ones work best for you
and in which situations.
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How You Can Reduce Your Anxiety by Reducing
Your Self-consciousness
Do you ever find it difficult to follow conversations? Does your mind go blank
'trying' to think of something to say? Or do you feel overcome by nervous
whenever you enter or leave a room?
If so then it's probably due to anxiety getting in the way. Social anxiety is
rooted in the fear of what people think of you and causes you to worry
about everything you say and do. As a result, anxiety can cause you to feel
extremely self-conscious, making it difficult to relax and behave naturally.
When you feel self-conscious you focus on your own thoughts and feelings,
instead of what is going on in the world around you. Rather than reducing the
chance of doing anything stupid, feeling self-conscious can simply magnify the
uncomfortable thoughts and feelings that make you feel anxious in the first
place.
So in order to be able to relax and reduce your anxiety, you need to be able to
reduce your self-consciousness.
So how do I reduce my self-consciousness?
To reduce your self-consciousness you have to distract your brain away from
focusing inwardly. You have to divert it from analysing your own thoughts and
feelings to focusing on the world around you.
If you suffer from social anxiety I know this is a lot easier said then done. So
here are a few ideas for keeping your over active brain occupied:
Concentrate on what other people are saying
Even if you don't have any witty anecdotes to share, simply listening intently
to others will distract your brain for long enough that you might find yourself
making the odd comment and then joining in without consciously realising it.
Try playing detective mind games
Observe the way other people are behaving to deduce what their occupation
could be. The way they're standing, the clothes they're wearing or how they
interact with others can all provide you with small clues. Just remember not to
jump to conclusions, but rather see yourself as gathering evidence like a
modern day Sherlock Holmes.
Act like a scientist in analysing your own safety behaviours
Try making a determined effort not to do the things you normally do when you
feel self-conscious, such as fiddling with your phone, playing with your hair or
sipping constantly from your drink. See whether this makes you feel any
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better and gauge your anxiety on a scale of one to ten, this will at least distract
your mind from some of your more uncomfortable thoughts.
Practice
Although you'd normally do this in quiet surroundings, you can practice
mindfulness meditation when sat on a bus (just remember not to miss your
stop!) or waking down the street. Simply focus your attention on the sights
and sounds in the present moment, and observe your thoughts as passing cars
arriving and then disappearing into the distance.
Distracting your mind from feeling self-conscious long enough for your
anxiety to reduce isn't easy. But it's a valuable skill which you can practice and
get better at over time.
Gradually, being able to focus on the world around you and less on yourself
will make social situations more enjoyable and conversations easier without
allowing anxious thoughts to get in the way.
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You’re not alone
In 2008 the Anxiety Disorders Association of America reported on a survey which
found that as many as 15 million Americans could suffer from social anxiety,
with it damaging their ability to live fulfilling social and romantic lives
(http://health.usnews.com/usnews/health/healthday/080409/15-million-americanssuffer-from-social-anxiety-disorder.htm).
The fear of encountering hostility or rejection from other people means that
millions of Americans might be living isolated from their peers.
Some of the other survey findings included:
1.
2.
3.
4.

36% suffer from social phobia for 10 years or more before getting help.
Most started developing social problems in their early teens.
Nearly 60% feel ashamed of their condition.
75% felt their social fears affected their ability to engage in everyday
activities.

However, there is a glimmer of light shining between the clouds that are
covering so many people's lives in gloom because the survey also found that
nearly 60% were able to build happy love lives after receiving treatment.
We no longer live in the dark ages when it comes to social anxiety - with all the
research and clinical studies from the last 50 years providing in-depth
understanding into how the condition can be treated.
A combination of cognitive behavioural therapy, relaxation techniques and
antidepressant medication can enable people to shed the shackles of their
social anxiety and live happy, fulfilling lives.
It's just a shame that so many people take so long to get help and lose active
years of enjoying an active, fulfilling life until they do.
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How to Cope with Criticism
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Social anxiety is rooted in the chronic fear of being negatively judged or
insulted. If you're suffering from the low self esteem that partners social
phobia then criticism always seems spiteful and upsetting because it triggers
your self punishing, painful thoughts. However, there shouldn't be any reason
for you to live in chronic fear of barbed comments if you can teach yourself
how to respond objectively, and even be able to disarm insults like a master
swordsman when they occur.
The isolation brought upon by social anxiety is normally partnered by
depression and low self esteem. When you're feeling rotten and worthless your
thought patterns and emotions are shrouded in gloom by the black clouds that
follow you around. This means that whenever anybody says anything
degrading you're likely to exaggerate its significance, take it to heart and
incorrectly think it means you're a worthless person.
How cognitive behavioural therapy can help
Thinking negatively and exaggerating the significance of the things people say
is a thinking error brought upon by your depression, which prevents you from
interpreting what people say in a realistic, objective manner.
Cognitive behavioural therapy teaches you how to identify the negative beliefs
and thinking errors that make you get upset whenever you're criticised. You
can then learn to recognise unhelpful thinking errors when they occur and
replace them with more positive, realistic thoughts.
This obviously sounds a lot easier said than done, and it can take many
months to start changing the way you automatically think and feel. However,
it has been clinically proven that it can be done, and CBT provides you with a
goal orientated framework for overcoming your social anxiety a step at a time.
Once you're able to assess the things people say more objectively you'll then be
able to apply a more logical approach to criticism and not take it so personally.
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Learn how to interpret comments objectively
If there is an element of truth to someone's comments then you should use it
as an opportunity to learn about your mistakes and how you can correct your
behaviour. You're only human after all and will always make mistakes from
time to time, and because you're human you also constantly developing, so
criticism can sometimes give you a few pointers to show you how to grow as a
person.
On the other hand, if after assessing criticism objectively you think somebody
is just being rude or insulting then their comments shouldn't have the power
to upset you. Why should you feel hurt or devalued because of somebody else's
mistake in judgement?
Remember that it's not the things people say that can make you feel upset - it's
how you interpret them.
How to handle insults
In Dr David D. Burns' 'Feeling Good' (a global bestseller which has shifted
over three million copies) he teaches an 'empathy and disarming' technique
for responding to insults without hurling them back or running home to hide
under your bed covers.
Firstly, you have to emphasise with your attacker - objectively assess why they
are attacking you. What is the basis for their barbed comments?
By listening and asking for clarification on why they are being insulting, you
can calm them down by letting them know that you are listening and you can
prevent the situation escalating into full scale warfare.
Using empathy is an opportunity to understand if there is any basis to the
insults, or if the attacker is just being offensive.
The next stage is to use the 'disarming technique' to defuse the situation
without losing your temper or losing face. Simply find a way to agree with an
aspect of what your attacker is saying, whether you believe it or not, and that
way you can disarm their barbed thrusts with the skill of musketeer:
Attacker: 'You're a loser."
You: "Well, I certainly make mistakes sometimes and I'm not the greatest
sportsman. There's certainly areas in which I could improve, but doesn't
everybody."
Attacker: "You're a skinny, stupid waster with nothing to offer anybody."
You: "Yes I could certainly do with putting on some weight, I'm not going to be
the world's next Einstein and I could certainly apply myself better. But I have
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skills in other areas, just as everybody does, and I have lots to offer the people
around me."
By agreeing, if only partially, with their line of attack you simply take the air
out of their sails and divert them from the collision course you'd be heading
for if you were to fight fire with fire.
You feel the way that you think, so learn to change your negative
thoughts
Being able to identify your positive attributes, rather than kick yourself over
your weaknesses, is another skill taught by cognitive behavioural therapy, and
is useful in being able to respond objectively to criticism and not take what
people say to heart.
The key is to be able to react based on facts, rather than let disagreements
deteriorate into name calling or a humiliating retreat.
With practice in learning how to respond in a more realistic, objective
manner, you'll find that the risk of criticism will no longer seem so terrifying,
and your social anxiety will recede as a result.
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How to Be Assertive and Handle Situations
Healthily
Being asked to do favours and to help people out is just a part of everyday life.
While being able to decline requests if they're too inconvenient isn't a problem
for most, if you're socially anxious then being able to say 'No' is fraught with
hazards. The trick is knowing how to be fair to yourself in assessing whether to
do the favour, and then being assertive in how you respond.
Being assertive is simply being able to voice your own opinions and feelings
firmly so that they're considered fairly by other people. If you suffer from
social anxiety then this can be easier said then done because of the fear of
displeasing people and being rejected if you don't fulfil their demands.
Rather than risk being viewed negatively as selfish or unhelpful, you can feel
forced into saying 'Yes' even when you think a request is an unreasonable
drain on your time and energy.
Avoid the unhelpful extremes of passivity or aggression
The problem with being too passive and always fitting in with what others
want is that some people will take advantage of your desire to 'always be nice'
and will simply heap greater demands on you. This in turn will lead to you
getting mad with yourself because you'll feel that you're constantly running
around at other people's beck and call.
The other extreme is to respond aggressively to unreasonable demands in the
false notion that anger equates to strength. When you're behaving aggressively
you lose the ability to think or act rationally, making it even harder to express
why you think the request is unfair.
Raising your voice and trying to be intimidating can also have the reverse
effect of making other people become aggressive themselves, and the situation
deteriorate into the sort of ugly confrontation you'd normally be desperate to
avoid.
Relying on anger to protect yourself against unreasonable demands is not how
to make friends or influence people.
Assertiveness is about being balanced
As with overcoming many of the problems associated with social anxiety,
being assertive is all about being balanced in your thinking and behaviour,
and staying away from the extremes of passivity or aggression.
Whether you're asked to cover for someone at work, lend people money or run
errands for them, when people make demands you need to objectively assess
the fairness of the request being made. Your feelings, opinions and time are
just as important as everybody else's, so you need to consider whether the
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requests being made of you are fair. Would you feel comfortable asking
someone else to do the same thing?
If after assessing the request and you think it's unreasonable, because of a
high personal cost in terms of time and energy, then in order to be fair to
yourself you have to be able to say 'No'. As long as you're fair and objective,
saying 'No' doesn't mean you’re selfish or uncaring.
However, actually being able to say 'No' presents many challenges in itself. I'll
be offering advice on developing assertiveness skills so people accept your
decision in my next article.
Being assertive isn't about winning, but about getting your point across and
ensuring your own opinions and feelings are considered fairly, because they're
just as important as everybody else's.
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How to Say 'No' for a Less Stressful or Anxious
Life

Photo used under Creative Commons from Anne Lice Heinrichs

Feeling that you have to say 'yes' to every request for help is a symptom of the
'disease to please'. While doing favours for people is just part of everyday life,
sometimes running errands for friends or covering for work colleagues can be
an unfair demand on your free time.
But if you suffer from social anxiety then saying 'no' can be difficult because of
your fear of displeasing people or being rejected. It's a mistake to think this
way, and living your life running around trying to keep other people happy is
not the recipe for healthy relationships in which your needs are respected.
So learning how to be more assertive and say a simple two letter word can be
the magic pill to help reduce your stress levels and boost your self esteem.
In my chapter about learning to be assertive, I discussed how you have to take
a step back and objectively assess the personal cost of requests before reaching
a decision. But just saying 'no' is still fraught with hazards if you're socially
anxious or lack confidence.
You have to learn how to be assertive in turning down requests so that people
respect your decision.
How to say 'no' assertively
Firstly, take a sledgehammer to the people pleasing thought pattern that says
you 'always have to be nice' and not doing what people ask is selfish. Your free
time is just as important as everybody else's, and if picking up someone else's
laundry means you won’t be able to go on your daily jog then say 'no'. If a
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request is going to be an unfair personal cost then saying 'no' is just being fair
to yourself rather than being selfish.
Here are a few tips on how to say 'no' assertively to convince others you mean
it and are being fair:
1. If you're asked to lend someone money and you're worried they might not
pay you back say, "I wish I could, but as a rule I don't lend money to friends."
Unpaid debts can sour relationships, so sidestep the risk by declining in a way
that doesn't make it personal.
2. Be helpful by offering suggestions or alternatives to solve the problem - "I'm
unavailable that week, but why don't you ask Ted if he can feed your cat."
3. Negotiate around your reasons for declining a request (negotiation is a key
assertiveness skill which I'll be discussing in my next article) - "No I can't
cover your shift this week, but how about you cover for me next Tuesday and
then I'll cover for you the following week?"
4. Be polite but firm. If they won't take no for an answer simply repeat your
position in different ways until they get the message, or get bored of asking "As I already said..."
5. Don't make up excuses. It's always better to tell the truth or just say it's
inconvenient. You only have to get caught out once to damage people's trust in
you.
6. Place a limit on the time you can commit or specify a day. That way you can
prevent helping clean out a neighbour's garage grow into wallpapering their
spare room.
7. Whenever possible, allow yourself time to assess what is being asked of you.
Say you'll get back to them later so you aren't under pressure to make a rushed
decision you might regret later on.
8. Deciding whether to give a long or short answer can vary, but don't sound
overly apologetic or make excuses. Saying your busy or don't have time should
be enough.
While helping out friends, family and work colleagues can be good karma,
being able to say 'no' when it's an unfair drain on your own free time is what
you have to be able to do for a less stressful life. Remember that spending time
pursuing your goals and priorities is just as important as everyone else's. So
learn to say 'no' assertively without shame to overcome your social anxiety
fears and cure yourself of the 'disease to please'.
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Why Negotiation is like a Dance
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As with overcoming many of the symptoms of social anxiety, negotiation is
about maintaining a balance between being fair to you and fair to others.
Learn how to change your steps
Social interaction is like an intricate dance. When people want you to think or
behave in a certain way they'll perform steps, using persuasive language and
gestures, for you to follow.
If you suffer from social anxiety then you probably fall in the trap of either
being too passive, and obediently following their lead, or too aggressive, and
refusing to dance altogether.
Being too passive or aggressive are not helpful modes of behaviour. If you're
infected with the 'disease to please' then people will take you for granted and
might push you around. While getting mad makes it difficult to think and
behave logically, hampering your ability to persuade people why they should
respect your opinions and priorities.
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Learning to negotiate is about learning to nimbly change your dance steps so
that you can prompt others to change theirs and have more control over your
interactions.
It's not about winning or losing
Social anxiety is driven by thinking errors that result from low self esteem and
negative thinking. One of the common thinking errors is 'all or nothing' in
which you believe that you and others must behave in a certain way. So if you
have a disagreement with someone and want them to change their mind you
think that you must persuade them to meet your demands or they've won.
It's a mistake to think that life is about winning or losing. This extreme,
inflexible approach is unhelpful and unrealistic. Demanding that other people
should always fit in with your priorities, such as agreeing to immediately
perform a task for you at work or walk your dog when you're on holiday, is
only going to lead to stress and frustration when people don't meet your
unrealistic expectations.
Instead of making demands that people must fit in with what you want, you
should offer some leeway and be prepared to negotiate.
Successful negotiation is about being fair to yourself and fair to others in
finding a solution in which you can both, at least partially, get what you want.
Finding a balanced agreement is the constructive approach, rather than
getting angry or frustrated from thinking that you have to get the better of the
other person.
Try asking work colleagues what other priorities they have to attend to before
they can perform your task, or arrange to split the dog walking with another
neighbour.
Negotiation is finding a solution in which you both gain
When you enter into negotiation, whether it's with work colleagues or friends,
don't try to get what you want by being aggressive, manipulative or
demanding. Instead approach it as an intricate dance in which you're trying to
influence the outcome, but are also prepared to change your own steps to
compliment your partner.
Negotiation is about finding a solution in which you both can gain, rather than
an ugly confrontation in which you must either win or lose.
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How You Can Overcome Being Bullied
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The painful memories of feeling victimised, humiliated and isolated as a result
of being bullied can hurt for a very long time.
While being bullied can have a massive influence on the way you viewed
yourself as a child, that doesn't mean it has to be the way you think about
yourself, or make you feel socially anxious, for the rest of your life.
The impact of being bullied
The problem with being bullied is that it makes you feel rotten, hopeless and
depressed. The dark cloud that follows you around then casts a gloomy
shadow over the way you view yourself and the world around you.
This can lead to you suffering low self esteem, unable to trust other people and
to develop defensive barriers to try and protect yourself against ever being
bullied again.
The problem with defensive walls is that they can make you feel isolated
because they block other people from getting close to you.
Rather than live a lonely life where you keep everyone at arm's length, you can
choose to take responsibility for recovering from being bullied and changing
the negative thought patterns it might have given you.
Bullying is, after all, a primitive form of asserting dominance by ridiculing
others, so you need to be able to treat it as such and not exaggerate its
importance.
Whether you were picked on because of your appearance or because you said
or did something stupid, being bullied because of one thing about you doesn't
mean you're unlikable, worthless and unacceptable as a whole.
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People are just too complicated for that, with too many facets and new
experiences developing their characters all the time.
How to overcome it
You firstly have to realise that bullying is unacceptable behaviour, whether at
school or at work and that it wasn't your fault.
Instead you have to accept that while you might have been targeted for 'special
treatment' that doesn't mean you're worthless, unlikable or unacceptable
because you're too complicated to be labelled by a single word.
You then need to start building your self esteem and sense of self worth by
filling your life with the pursuit of fulfilling goals and rewarding experiences take up a musical instrument, join a local film club and just fill your life with
positively affirming interactions with other people.
Becoming more socially active and developing healthy relationships with
others might sound daunting. But do you really want the actions of an
ignorant bully to be able to impact how you choose to live the rest of your life?
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UK School Kids Educated on How to Be Happy
The benefits of thinking more positively are now even finding their way into
the classroom. In a recent scheme, 1500 11-year olds from 22 UK schools were
given lessons on how to assess situations objectively, how to be assertive and
many other skills that can help them cope better with emotionally difficult
situations (www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/politics/article4692869.ece).
The scheme uses lessons taught in the US by the Penn Resiliency Program,
based in Philadelphia, which adopts tried and tested cognitive behavioural
therapy techniques to ‘detect inaccurate thoughts, to evaluate the accuracy of
those thoughts, and to challenge negative beliefs by considering alternative
interpretations’.
Teaching children CBT could help avoid problems later on in life
While some might remember their school days with fond memories, childhood
can be a difficult period because of peer pressure, the desire to fit in and
having to cope with all the struggles of teenage life.
Psychotherapists believe that it’s during childhood that you form your belief
system: opinions on yourself, other people and the world around you.
Upsetting childhood experiences, such as being neglected or bullied, can lead
to problems later on in life because of the negative associations you attach to
similar situations.
So equipping impressionable school children with the skills to identify
inaccurate, unhelpful thoughts and then to replace them with healthier,
happier ways of thinking could prove invaluable in helping them grow into
secure, confident adults.
Treatment for anxiety and depression is a global issue
In a 2006 international survey UK children ranked bottom for happiness and
well being. Some blame celebrity culture, with its focus on money and
possessions, for giving children an unhelpful value system (although the
problem is far more complicated than a single root cause). However, teaching
them how to feel confident and secure, without needing the latest designer
clobber or the approval of others, could be coming at just the right time.
Awareness on the effectiveness of cognitive behavioural therapy, for treating
anxiety and depression, is spreading all the time. The UK’s ‘happiness tsar’
Professor Richard Layard even believes it could help people living on
benefits to get back to work.
With depression the world’s biggest mental health problem, teaching more
people how to think positively (whether self taught, with a therapist or in a
group) could make a positive impact on not just on the lives of children but
society in general.
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Could Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Have
Helped Kurt Cobain?
In the biopic film 'About a Son' Kurt Cobain discusses his childhood, music
career and views on life. The film is an edited version of 25 hours of interview
tapes recorded a year before he committed suicide, and it offers some insight
into the negative thought patterns that seemed to be driving Kurt towards
taking his own life.
Unhappy childhood
His childhood was blighted by an unaffectionate parent and problems at
school from feeling isolated and bullied by the other kids. He comments how
he used to feel constantly paranoid and threatened by other people, and even
had thoughts of violence because of it.
If you suffer from a lack of affection, a difficulty to connect with other people
and social awkwardness then this can lead to an irrational fear, distrust or
hatred of other people in adult life. And it's believed by psychotherapists that
the underlying thought processes which lead to social anxiety disorder are
formed by unhappy childhood experiences.
Kurt was known to be a recluse, withdrawn and rarely engaged with other
people if he could avoid it, typical symptoms of someone who suffered from
social phobia.
Kurt's answer to his troubling thoughts and his chronic stomach pains was to
self medicate with opiates and heroin, which would have offered temporary
escape but exasperated his problems in the long run.
A life without hope?
Nobody really knows what drove someone who was wealthy, successful and
had a baby girl to feel that life was so futile that suicide was the only escape
from their misery. But it's likely that it was his inability to overcome his
troubling thought patterns that made his life seem so intolerable.
Now I'm not an expert on Kurt Cobain and haven't read any of the books on
his life, but from my perspective it seems that he could have benefited from
cognitive behavioural therapy.
Social phobia and other social anxiety disorders are driven by irrational,
negative thought patterns. If Kurt could have been helped to understand how
it was the unhelpful childhood experiences driving his subconscious hatred of
people and gloomy outlook on life then maybe he could have been directed
onto another path.
You feel the way that you think
The way our brains respond to the world around us is a complex puzzle which
psychologists and therapists are still making sense of.
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But if the brain has been programmed to think in an unhelpful way because of
a troubling childhood then, with practice and patience, it can be
reprogrammed to think in a more, realistic and helpful manner.
Perhaps if Kurt had learned to challenge his negative thoughts and to replace
them with more objective ways of thinking then he might still be with us
today, and writing more optimistic songs filled with life and hope because of
it.
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Creating your campaign for overcoming social
anxiety and living a more fulfilling life free from
the fear of strangers
Once you’ve accepted that it’s inaccurate thoughts causing you to feel anxious
you can start working on changing them. Because changing the way you think
will change the way you feel.
My advice would be to look at it as a long term campaign you’ll need to
engage, rather than hoping for a short term ‘miracle’ cure from medication.
Here’s my suggestion for steps your campaign to defeat social anxiety could
take:
1. Read as much as you can about social phobia
Luckily, it’s no longer an unknown problem, and there are plenty of websites
and books on the subject.
As mentioned before, I can personally recommend these books:
Overcoming Social Anxiety - Gillian Butler
Feeling Good - Dr David D. Burns
The Dummies Guide to Social Phobia - Rob Wilson and Rhena Branch
2. Talk to your friends and family about it
Not easy I know, but confiding in someone else and explaining why you
sometimes feel overly nervous will help release some of the pressure on
yourself. They might also be able to help and will be more understanding
when you start feeling anxious in social situations.
3. Take up new hobbies and be more active
Filling you life with new interests can give you more of a sense of fulfilment,
satisfaction and self confidence. Humans are inherently doers, and lying in
bed all day hiding under the bedcovers will simply make you feel worse in the
long run and prevents you overcoming your problem. If you don’t feel
comfortable joining local sports teams or special interest clubs then take up a
hobby you can work on at home, such as a new musical instrument, reading or
teaching yourself how to cook delicious gourmet dishes.
4. Exercise
I can’t emphasise how effective regular exercise can be at relieving anxiety. I’d
recommend jogging for half and hour everyday if you can manage it, otherwise
just go for a stroll or exercise at home (press ups, sit-ups etc). Getting in shape
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will boost your confidence, help you be more active and there’s truth in the old
adage ‘a healthy body means a healthy mind’.
5. Gradually expose yourself to the situations that make you feel
nervous
Although this can be a struggle, this is the strategy recommended by cognitive
therapists for gradually overcoming the inaccurate physical and mental
symptoms of social anxiety. Write a list of the situations you’re afraid of. Put
them in order from the least scary to the terrifying worst and then gradually
try to work through them, exposing yourself for a little bit longer each time.
At the end of the day, you’ll need to find your own path to overcoming social
anxiety. But always remember that you can learn to change the way you
think. And changing the way you think will change the way you feel, and
behave.
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Where else you can turn for help
Cognitive behavioural therapy has a remarkable success rate and has helped
thousands of people overcome their social anxiety. However, if after reading this
eBook and practising the exercises you feel your depression and low self esteem are
just too overpowering to enable you to develop new ways of thinking then a trip to
your local doctor is the next course of action.

While it isn’t a magic bullet that will cure your anxiety, medication can help to soften
some of the uncomfortable thoughts and feelings that prevent you from practising
your new ways of thinking. With depression so high on the agenda for mental health,
new medications to help you cope with gloomy thoughts and feelings are arriving all
the time. Doctors are also becoming more clued up on the problems social anxiety
can cause.
Whatever you do, don’t try medicating yourself by buying drugs off the internet.
Firstly, you’ve no idea what cheap chemicals are in them? Secondly, a fully qualified
doctor will be able to prescribe the most appropriate medication for you.
A doctor can also put you in touch with a fully trained therapist. You might find that
talking about your anxieties with someone helps, and experienced therapists will be
able to make suggestions on a course of action you can take.
You might also benefit from group therapy. With 2.3 million people estimated to
suffer from an anxiety disorder in the UK, many cities have anxiety support groups.
You might find it helpful to discuss your thoughts and feelings with others who’ve
experienced the same problems as well as benefit from team bonding and group
support.

Awareness on social anxiety is spreading continuously with new books and websites
appearing all the time. This eBook provides merely an overview of social anxiety
disorder and cognitive behavioural therapy, and there’s plenty more information out
there if you’d like to explore it in greater detail.
There are a number of great books which expand on the principles I’ve described, and
I’d certainly recommend the following:
Feeling Good – Dr David D. Burns
Overcoming Social Anxiety – Gillian Butler
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy for Dummies – Rob Wilson and Rhena Branch

Here are a few of the websites I found insightful. They feature plenty of articles and
advice on social anxiety, as well as remind you that you’re not alone in learning to
overcome a difficult problem:
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www.socialanxietysupport.com
www.shyness.com
www.nnt.nhs.uk/mh/leaflets/shyA5.pdf
www.anxietyalliance.org.uk
www.socialanxietydisorder.about.com
I hope that the information and exercises in the eBook have proven useful. The
complexity and varying degrees of social anxiety mean that you have to find your own
path towards living a happy, fulfilling life free from the fear of strangers.
However, there’s an abundance of information and support out there to help you find
your way.
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